A subgroup P of G is regular if it is maximal in ^(G) with respect to omitting some element g, and we say that P is a value of g in this case. Such a subgroup is prime inasmuch as it contains at least one element from each disjoint pair. A set T of regular subgroups is plenary provided that fir = 0 and that P G T and P ç Q for a regular subgroup Q imply Q G T. Such a set forms a root system in the inclusion order; that is, a partially ordered set such that for any y g T the set {S g T: 8 > y} is a chain. Most often we view T as an index set and use small Greek letters to indicate its elements; this abuse of notation allows us to write the corresponding regular prime as Gy for y g T and to use Gy = C\{GS: S g T and Gy c Gs} for its cover. Note that Gy is prime but not in general regular, and so C need not correspond to a member of T. G is said to be normal-valued if each Gy is normal in Gy. If B is any subset of G, then T(B) designates {y g T: Gy is a value of some fcefi}. An element g is special if T(g) is a singleton, and in this case we term its value special also.
Given /-groups A and B their cardinal sum A ffl B is their group direct sum with cardinal order: a + b > 0 if and only if a > 0 and Z> > 0. If (Gx: X G A} is a set of /-groups, then their cardinal product (it should be called the large sum but is not) is TIGX = {/: A -* UGX: /(A) g Gx for all X g A} with componentwise group and lattice operations. The cardinal sum (or small sum) is {/ G T1GX: {X G A: /(X) # 0} is finite}. Now suppose T is any root system and S any subgroup of the real numbers R. V(T,S) designates {/: A -» S: supp(/) admits no infinite ascending chains}, where supp(/) ={XgA:/(X)tí=0}. The group operations in V(T, S) are componentwise and the order is determined by declaring / > 0 if and only if /(X) > 0 for all maximal elements X of supp(/). The /-groups V(T, S) are universal for abelian /-groups [12] . 2(r, S) = {g g V(T, S): supp(g) is finite}. Now let 38 be a Boolean algebra. lm will denote the greatest element of 38 and 0m the least element. If 38 = ¿P(G) for an /-group G, then, la= G and 03 = 0.
1. Above and below subgroups. In this section we characterize in various ways what it means for an /-subgroup A to lie above another /-subgroup B in an /-group G. We show that for any /-subgroup A there is an /-subgroup B maximal below A which is convex, closed, and unique in the normal valued case, and that for any /-subgroup B there is an /-subgroup A maximal above B which is closed and saturated. These results are fundamental for the rest of the paper. (c) There is no prime P and no integer n for which P < P + \a\ < P + nb.
If these conditions hold, then G(b) = (G(b) n G(a))tB (G(b) n ax), and we
designate the projection l-homomorphisms va: G(b) -» G (a) and pa: G(b) -» ax ; that is, xva G G(a), xpa G a x , and x = xva + xpa for all x g G(b). In particular, xv a = x + A a + + jc + A a -x~ A a + -x~A a~ for all x g G(b).
Proof. Suppose 0 < a A b « a and let b0 = b A a and bf = b -b(l -(b-a)+. We claim b0 A bf = 0, for which it is sufficient to show bx A a = 0. For if P is any License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use above and below subgroups of a lattice-ordered group 3 prime such that P + bx A a > P, then P + b>P + a>P, whence P + a + b P + 2a > P + a and P + 2b > P + b + a ^ P + b > P + a, meaning P + la A (a + b) A (b + a) A lb = P + 2(a A b) > P + a, contradicting a A b «: a. The claim shows that b0 and bx are complementary components of b, hence nb0 and w¿>, are complementary components of nb for any positive integer n. But nbY g a x , hence nb A a = nb0 A a = nb0 since b0 •« a. This shows that (a) implies (b). Now suppose (b) holds and that P is a prime for which P < P + |4 Since n\b\ = n\b\ A \a\ + z for some ze^çP, P + nb < P + n\b\ = P + n\b\ A \a\ < P + \a\, which establishes (c). Finally suppose \a\ A \b\ •« \a\ fails-say n(\a\ A \b\) £ \a\ for some positive integer n. Then there must be some prime P for which P + n(\a\ A \b\) > P + \a\. Observe that P < P +\a\A\b\^ P +\a\< P + n(\a\A\b|) ^ P + n\b\= P + nb V(-n)b.
This proves that (c) implies (a).
Consider arbitrary a and b satisfying the conditions, and fix x g G(b). Then there is some integer n for which |jc| < n\b\, and the argument that Proof. Suppose B lies both above and below A, and consider a g A, b G B. Then \a\ A \b\ <k \a\ and \a\ A \b\ ■« |6|, meaning \a\ A \b\ = 0 or B ç A x . D Suppose C is a subgroup of G. A subgroup B which is maximal among those subgroups lying below C is said to be maximal below C, or simply maximal below, and likewise a subgroup A which is maximal among those subgroups lying above C is said to be maximal above C, or simply maximal above. C is said to be saturated if C contains each component of each of its elements. Observe that a saturated subgroup C is a sublattice since c v 0 is a component of each c g C. Theorem 1.6. Suppose subgroup A lies above subgroup B in G. Then A is contained in some subgroup maximal above B, and B is contained in some subgroup maximal below A. If G is normal-valued, then the unique subgroup maximal below A is (\{GS: 8 g A(A)}. In any case a maximal below subgroup is a closed convex l-subgroup and a maximal above subgroup is a saturated and closed l-subgroup.
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of Zorn's Lemma, and the second assertion has already been established. Suppose now that B is maximal below A in G. B must be a sublattice, for if not then there exist elements a g A and / g (B) and prime P such that P < P + \a\ < P + t. But / = V, Aj />, for some b¡ g B and finite I and J, hence P + t = P + bt for some / g I and /' g /. But then P < P + \a\ < P + b¡, contradicting the assumption that B lies below A and showing B to be a sublattice. To show B convex consider an arbitrary / such that 6, < r < ¿>2 IOT bv b2 g B. Then \t\ < \bx\ V \b2\ g B, hence t lies below A. Since {t: ¿>, < r < b2, ¿>, g 5} is a subgroup containing 5, t g 5. To show 5 closed consider z = VS, where S=(ie ¿?+: ¿> < z), and let 2?' be the group generated by B U {z}. We claim 5' lies below ^4, for if not then by Proposition 1.4(c) |a| A (/ -|fl|)+=5£ 0 f°r some t g 5'. Now / has the form E"=1(/>, + e,z) where ¿>, g 5 and e, is ±1. By replacing / by £"_i(¿,-+ y¡), where .y, g 5 if e, = -1 and yi = z if e, = ± 1, we may assume t = E"_1(¿>; + z). Now t = Vt/, where {/ = {E"=1(¿¡ + í): sei), hence \a\ A (t -|a|)+= V{|a| A (m -|a|)+: m g [/}, so there is some u g [/ for which |a| A (m -|a|) + > 0. Since u g 5, this contradicts the assumption that ¿? lies below A. We can only conclude that B is closed.
Suppose that A is maximal above B. To prove A saturated consider the element a e A with component z, and let A' be the group generated by A U {z}. To prove that ^4' lies above B it is enough to show that for each t g A' and prime P there is some a0 ^ A with 7* + / = P + a0. Since / has the form L"=1(a, + e,z), where a, g A and e, = +1, we induct on n. Consider the case when n = 1 and e, = 1. Because the prime -a, + P + ax contains at least one of the disjoint elements \z\ and \a -z\, P + a, + z is either P + a, or P + a, + a. The argument for ei = -1 is analogous, and the induction step yields to a simple argument using the above.
It remains to show that if A is maximal above B then A is closed. Suppose z = VS for S ç. A and let A' be the group generated by A U {z}. For the sake of contradiction assume that there are elements t & A' and b g B for which r+A (b -t) + > 0. Let us say / is £"=1(a, + e,z) for some a¡ g A and e, = ±1. Then VS = z implies VÄ = r, where R = {'E."=f(ai + e,-^,-): y, e S if e, = ±1 and y, = z if e, = -1}, and it follows that t + A(b-t) + = y {r+A(b -t) +: r^R).
Choose a specific r = E"_,(a, + e¡y¡) g R such that r+A(/> -r) + > 0. . For example, a pairwise disjoint subset of G+ is type W. G is said to be sup <W complete if every type <$) subset of G+ has a supremum in G, and G is said to be laterally complete if every pairwise disjoint subset of G+ has a supremum in G+. The following proposition relates these concepts, and impinges on the results of §6, but is otherwise unrelated to the subject of this section. Proposition 1.7. A projectable l-group G is sup 9 complete if and only if it is laterally complete.
Proof. Any sup W complete /-group is laterally complete. Now suppose G is laterally complete and projectable, and consider a type 9 subset Z Q G+. Let °U be {9t<z0>(G): @ is pairwise disjoint, and for each äeI there is some z g Z with /?ç.((Z-z)VO)x}. Now ^ is closed with respect to unions of chains, and so °U contains a maximal element Si. Since V{((Z -z)vO)-L: z e Z} = 1^ it follows that V* = lg,. For each R g dl let aR and zR satisfy zR g Z, R c ((Z -zR) V 0)x , aR g R, and zR -aR g Rx . Then a = V{aR: R g <%} exists by the lateral completeness of G. We shall prove that VZ = a, the first step being to show Z < a.
Suppose for contradiction that a ^ z for some z G Z; find Tef such that T C\ ((z -tf) + )-LJ-# 0^, and let P be some prime subgroup satisfying P < P + t, where t g T+ and / < (z -a)+. Then P<P + a<P + z. Now a -aT g T"1, for otherwise (aÄ: Ä g *} < -s + a < a for any s g T with 0 < s < a -aT, so a -zT = (a -aT) -(zT -aT) G TL ç P, meaning P + zT< P + z. But T ç ((Z -zT) VO)1 implies (z -zT) V 0 g T±ç P, which in turn implies P + z < P + zT. This contradiction proves Z < a. VZ = a by Lemma 5.6 of [1] since, as has just been pointed out, T ç (a -zT)x for all re*, and so W{(a -z)x : z g Z} = V □ If A Q G we say that the polars of si and 'S correspond whenever the intersection map is one-one from ^(G) onto &(A). This is equivalent to having each non trivial polar of G intersect A nontrivially. Corollary 1.8. Suppose A is a maximal above l-subgroup of G. If G is projectable then so is A. If G is sup 9 complete and polars in G and A correspond, then A is sup <& complete.
Proof. Suppose G is projectable, P is a polar of A and Q = P x L in G. For a G A let a = a, + a2, where a, g Q and a2e Qx . Now a, lies in A by virtue of the saturation of A, and so a, g Q n A = P. Next suppose G to be sup "^complete License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and consider a type *& subset Z ç A +. Because polars correspond, Z is also of type & considered as a subset of G, and so has a supremum z g G. z must lie in A by the closure of A. D
The relation of one subgroup being maximal above another has a tidy characterization in an abelian /-group. This characterization is important for § §5 and 6. Proposition 1.9. Let G be an abelian l-group with plenary set A of regular subgroups, and let l-subgroup A lie above l-subgroup B of G. Then A is maximal above B if and only if for each g G G\A there is some a G A and positive integer n such that ng -a has a value in A(B).
Proof. If A is maximal above B, then it is maximal above B by Theorem 1.6, and if g g G\A, then by Proposition 1.4 there is an element ng -a of the subgroup generated by A U {g} with A(ng-a)nA(fi)=?t 0. The converse also follows from Proposition 1.4. D Corollary 1.10. Let G be an abelian l-group with maximal above subgroup A. Then ng g A implies g G A for any g G G and nonzero integer n. Therefore A is divisible if G is.
Proof. A is maximal above B = (\{GS: ô g T(A)}. If g € A, then there is some a g A and positive integer k for which kg -a has a value in T(B). But then n(kg -a) = k(ng) -na g A has a value in T(B) also, a contradiction to the fact that A lies above B. D Corollary 1.11. Let G be a divisible abelian l-group with plenary set A of regular subgroups, and let l-subgroup A lie above l-subgroup B of G. Then A is maximal above B if and only if for each g G G\A there is some a G A such that g -a has a value in A(B).
Proof. Suppose A is maximal above B and that g g G\A, and find a, G A and positive integer n such that ng -a, has value 8 g A(B). Since G is divisible there is an element a g G such that na = a,, and a g A by the previous corollary. By Theorem 1.6 we may assume B g ^(G). Then for any 0 < b g B, (a + a A b) lies above B, for if P < P + a + a A b < P + bf for some bx g B and prime P, then P^P + a^P + a + aAb<P + bf implies a G P, hence a A b g P, contradicting P<P + a + aAb. Therefore there is some A g sí(B) such that a + a A b g A. But then a g A implies a A b e A n 5 = 0. This argument shows that fW(B) ç Bx . Now suppose B is a subgroup of the represen table /-group G having plenary set A, and consider A g s/(B). Because Bx is normal in G, the subgroup generated by Bx UA is Bx +A; consider an arbitrary c + a g B1 +A and 8 G A(£). Since 5 £ GÄ it follows that B^Gj, hence Gs + (c + a) = C8 + a, so a í Gs. This shows that B x +A lies above 5, and by maximality that Bx<z A. Thus fW(B) = Bx . Finally, if G is not representaba then it is only because it contains elements b, g > 0 for which (g + b -g) A b = 0. We claim (g) lies above (b), for if P < P + g < P + nb for some positive integer n, then P + g-nb-g<P-g<P, hence P < P + (g + nb -g) A b, a contradiction. Therefore there is some A &ji/(b) such that gei But b^Q A would give g + ¿> -g g . 4 , which leads to the contradiction b g A n (Z>) = 0. That is,fW<¿>> # 6"1. D , and yet a and a + b cannot both belong to the same subgroup A maximal above (b),for then b e (b) C\ A = 0, a contradiction. Finally, to prove the equivalence of (a) and (e) it is enough to recall a theorem of Bigard [5] : G is archimedean if and only if each closed convex /-subgroup is a polar. D
The following example from [7] sheds light on some of the ideas we have been developing. It also nicely illustrates Corollary 1.14 by barely violating each of its conditions. Let T = {1,2,3,...,«,a}, partially ordered by declaring only that <o>a. Let G={gG V(T,K): limn^oe g(n) = g(cc)}. Let H={g^G: g(a) = 0). One readily checks that G is a nonarchimedean /-group all of whose convex /-subgroups are closed. The maximal below subgroups are precisely the polars, however, and in particular the only subgroup above H is (0) . The polar Gt = { g G G: g(n) = 0 for all n = 1, 2, 3,...} has numerous subgroups maximal above it, no one of which is convex. Also observe that H is the join in Jf (G) of the polars E = {g g G: g(n) = 0 for all odd integers «} and O = {g g G: g(n) = 0 for ail even integers n}. Thus the maximal below subgroups do not constitute a sublattice of JT(G).
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In some instances an /-subgroup A will he above an /-subgroup B provided only that A n B = 0. The remainder of this section is devoted to an investigation of some of these instances. Lemma 1.15. Suppose t, g g G+ with g A (t -g) + > 0 and t special. Then It A g is a nonzero component of g.
Proof. Consider a prime subgroup R omitting gA(r-g)+.
Then R < R + g < R + t, hence R Q Q, where Q is the unique value of /, and this implies Q + g < Q + t < Q + It. If u = (g -(It A g)) A (It A g) > 0, then for any prime P omitting u we would have P<P + 2t<P + g. Again, the fact that /ÉP implies P ç Q, Proof. Let us show first that u = (a -(a A t)) A (d A t) = 0. If u > 0, then since u < / g r x ± we may find a prime P omitting u A r, from which follows P<P + t<P + a. Now since t is a component of b we have P + t = P + b<P + a, hence (b -a) + G P. But this contradicts the assumption that P < P + r < P + (b -a)+. We conclude u = 0, meaning í A a is a component of a. We next show that G is normal valued if and only if G is an,/-subgroup of a member of S. The proof modifies that of Proposition 3.17 of [3] , and requires some auxiliary ideas.
Suppose A is a plenary set of regular subgroups of G which is normal, that is, -g + Gs + g g A whenever Gs g A and g g G. Then <$(A) = {Y ç G: Y Z} f]A0
for finite A0 ç A} is the neighborhood filter of 0 of a topology (also designated 'ë(A)) with respect to which all group and lattice operations are continuous [4] . The subbasic open sets have the form Gs + g for Gs g A and g ^ G. We write G < A // to mean that H is an /-group having a normal plenary set A' of regular subgroups such that G is an /-subgroup of H dense with respect to 'é'(A') and such that A' and A are in one-one correspondence by intersection. The density condition may be reformulated as follows: any finite collection of cosets of elements in A' which has nonempty intersection in H must have nonempty intersection in G also. To be sure, not all members of S have the form GA for some /-group G. It is not difficult to show, for example, that GA must be sup <3/ complete and therefore laterally complete. But GA need not be Dedekind MacNeille complete; in particular, if G is the /-group of rational numbers, then GA = G. Is it possible to characterize /-groups of the form GA?
In the next result, A " designates the convexification and [A] designates C\{C: A < C < G and C saturated} for an /-subgroup A of G. Proof. Suppose G G S and that A is the minimal plenary set of special subgroups of G. Suppose that the saturated subgroup A fails to he above the convex /-subgroup B. By Proposition 1.4 there is some a&A+, b g B+, and 5gA such that 5 e i(a) n A(ii). Because G g S we may replace a by its special component having value 8, which also lies in A because A is saturated. Because Gs/Gs is archimedean, a < nb for some positive integer n. That is, a e A C\ B =£' 0. D 2. Maximal below subgroups. In this section we present conditions sufficient for an /-group B to be maximal below in G. Given another /-subgroup A the notation B y Ax refers to {g g G: \g\ < n(b V x) for some 0 < b <= B, 0 < x ^ Ax , and positive integer n }, the supremum of B and A x in ^(G). Proof. Take A to be (a) and B to be Gy in Proposition 2.1. D
The convex /-subgroup M of the following lemma has been well studied. A proof can be found in [11] , for example, of the final assertion of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose P is a prime subgroup of G and let M = { g G G: \g\ A q = 0 for some q e G\P).
Then M G 'tf(G), and any convex l-subgroup C which contains M must be related to P. Thus M = C\{Q g #(G): Q ç P and Qprime}.
Proof. If 0 < gY,g2 g M with g, Aq, = 0 for qx, q2^G\P, then (g, + g2) A (ai A Qi) = 0, and qx A q2 g G\P by the primeness of P. Thus M G #(G). Now suppose M ç C $2 P for some C g #(G); say c g C+\ P. Consider p G P+. Then c A /> g P n C, hence c' = c(c A /j)"1 £ P. Because c' A p' = 0, where p' = p(c A p)'1, we conclude that // G M ç C, whence p g C. That is, P ç C. Finally, let J( = {Q g #(G): Q ç P, g prime}. Given p & P\M there is some prime subgroup (2 sucri that M ç, Q and p £ Q, and the preceding argument shows (2 g ^. Therefore Pl# ç M. On the other hand, for any Q g ^#, g g G, and g g G \ P such that g A ç = 0 we must have g G Q by primeness. That is, M çfW. □ Proposition 2.10. 7/ G ¿s abelian and 0 < a g G is special with value Gy, then each TV g 'té'(G) between Gy n a x x a«i/ a x x « maximal below.
Proof. If JV = ax x , then JV is maximal below ax by Proposition 1.4, and if N = Gyf\axx, then N is maximal below (a) ffl ax x by Corollary 2.8, so assume Gyna±1<N<alx.
Observe that any h G a x x \Gy must be special. (If A had a value G8 unrelated to Gy, then by Lemma 2.9 there would be disjoint elements x g Gs\Gy and y g Gy\Gs, and by replacing * by some multiple we could assume x > g. Then y g g x \A x , contrary to assumption.) Let r = {Gy. Gy is the value of some 0 < h e a x x \-/V } and for each choose hy e a x x \/V with value G .
Let A -{hy y ^lT). Since /V is maximal below A in a11 by construction, N is maximal below A fflax by Proposition 2.1. D Proposition 2.11. Suppose {Gy. X g A} is a set of special subgroups. If G is abelian, or if each element of A exceeds an element minimal in A, then B = (\{Gy X g A} is maximal below.
Proof. For each X g A choose ax to be a positive special element in Gx \ Gx. If G is abelian, then the subgroup A generated by the ax's is the direct sum of the cyclic subgroups (ax>, hence T(A) = A, where T here represents the plenary set of all regular subgroups of G. Therefore B is maximal below A by Theorem 1. Lemma 2.13. Suppose B is a convex l-subgroup of an abelian l-group G. If there is a plenary set A of regular primes such that for each 8 G A\A (B) there is some 0 < g(8) G G with the property that {y g A(g(á)): y is related to an element of A(B)} ç {8} ç A(g(S)), then B' = {g g G: A(g) ç A(B)} is maximal below.
Proof. An element of the group generated by {g(8): 8 g A \ A(B)} has the form x = E*=1«,g(5,), where 5, g A\A(B) and «, g Z. Suppose x has value y related to an element X G A(B). By relabelling, assume g(8¡) ÍGT for 1 < i < m and g(r5,) G GY for m + 1 < / < k, so that Gy + x = Gy + ZT=lnig(8i). For each i, 1 < i ^ m, g(8¡) has a value p, containing y, and since p, is also related to X, p, = 8¡ in each case. Therefore y is the greatest element in the chain {5,: 1 < / < m}, and in particular yeA\A(fi).
Since A(^4) = A\A(ß) it follows that B' is maximal below A. D Proof. The first equality follows from the fact that any closed convex /-subgroup of a normal-valued completely distributive /-group is an intersection of closed prime subgroups [14] . The second equality can be routinely verified. D We close this section with an example which shows that the hypothesis that G be either abelian or have a root system with the DCC cannot be dropped from the last several results. This example also shows that a normal convex /-subgroup of a totally ordered group need not be maximal below. Let G be the free group on a countably infinite set of generators and let B = [G, G] be its commutator subgroup. Then G/B is group isomorphic to LjijZ,-and G can be totally ordered so that B is convex and G/B is o-isomorphic to 2(w*,Z), where us* is the set of integers under reverse order. The point here is that G/B has no smallest nontrivial convex /-subgroup. Now suppose B is maximal below A and pick u, v g A. Then u + v -u-veA Pi B = 0, meaning A is abelian. Since A is also free, A = (a). If Ga is the value of a in G we get B c Ga below A. Thus B is not maximal below. Observe that this example shows that the set of maximal below subgroups of G is not closed under intersection.
The construction above can be modified to produce a totally ordered group H whose every convex /-subgroup is normal, but whose only maximal below subgroups are the regular ones. Let H be the free group on countably many generators as before, and let H = 7/(0) > Hm > • • • be its descending central series. Then H can be totally ordered so that each H{n) is convex and so that each quotient H(n)/H{"+1) is order isomorphic to 2(w*, Z). An argument similar to the one above shows that H has the stated properties.
3. The construction of the splitting extension. Suppose /-groups A and B are given along with a group homomorphism a from A into the group of /-automorphisms of B. Can the resulting group splitting extension of B by A, denoted A X B, be endowed with a lattice order extending those on A and B and with respect to which A lies above Z??-We prove that the answer to this question is affirmative, and that every such order is uniquely determined by a lattice homomorphism it: ^(A) -» ■F(B) such that it(0) = 0. The construction of G = A X B from A, B, a, and -n is shown to be sufficiently general to encompass cardinal product, lex extension, and /-permutation wreath product. Proof. Suppose B is normal in H. Then H is a splitting extension of B by A because B n A = 0. Now assume (a) and consider a g A+ and b G B+. Then a A b = Of + bf for some a, g A and />, g B. We claim that a, = 0, for if not there is some prime P omitting ax. P also omits a, + bx, for otherwise we would have P < P + Of = P -bf < P -2bf or perhaps P < P -a, meaning Q < QOf = Q + bf < Q + 2bf where Q = -a, + P + a,, in either case a violation of Proposition 1.1(c). SoP<P + ä1 + Z>1 = P + aA/> = P-l-/>, hence P < P + ax = P + (b -bf) < P + 2(b -bf), again contradicting Proposition 1. The following theorem, which is a converse of Proposition 3.3, is one of the central results of this paper. It asserts that the properties of a and it pointed out above are the important ones, for they are sufficient to construct H from A, B, a, and it. Proof.
-(of,bf) +(a2,b2) +(Of,bf) = (a,-A,a(a) + A2a(a,) + bf),
where a = -a, + a2 + ax ^ 0, and -bfo(a)pa + b2o(af)pa + bxpa = -bxpao(a) + b2pa2 + bxpa
where the last equality holds because o(a) is the identity on [a]'. D Thus far we have shown G to be a partially ordered group. We shall show outright that G is a lattice in Lemma 3.9, which is made easier by the following result. Proof.
if and only if ax -a2 ¿s 0 and
But this is equivalent to a, > a2 and (A, -b2)p(-a2 + a,) > 0, which is the condition above. □ Lemma 3.9. We shall refer to G as the splitting extension of B by A determined by a and tt. Because A is obviously maximal among subgroups of G lying above B and likewise B maximal below A, we know that A and B are closed /-subgroups of G, that B is convex, and that A is saturated.
The next few results concern #(G) as determined by ^(A) and ^(B). We continue to assume the terminology of Theorem 3.4. is an /-subgroup by Proposition 3.11. Consider 0 < (x, y) < (c, d) g C X D. We know from Lemma 3.8 that 0 < x < c, ypx > 0, and dp(- In particular, C is a value of a G A if and only if C X B is a value of (a, b) g G for any b g G. In this case C is normal in its cover C* if and only ifCxB is normal in its cover C* X B.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 3.12, the second follows from the fact that a convex /-subgroup is prime if and only if the convex /-subgroups containing it form a chain, and the third and fourth assertions can be verified in straightforward fashion. D
The following lemma is well known and quite general. We prove it here for completeness. Proof. The fact that AD X D is the maximum element of {£ g f (G): £ n B ç D} follows from Proposition 3.12, and the second assertion results from Lemma 3.14. Suppose now that £ is a prime subgroup of G for which B et E. By Suppose that D is a proper prime subgroup of B, and fix a g ,4 and A g B. If 7) is a value of A/xa in B with cover 7)*, then (a,b) £ AD X D, and by the preceding paragraph every £ G #(G) satisfying AD X 7) c £ also satisfies D* Q E, hence y4fl X 7) is a value of (0, A/xa) in G. Now (0, bpa) is a component of (a, A) (because (a, A) = (a, A^a) + (0, bpa)), so AD X D is a value of (a, A) as well. Now suppose AD X 7) is a value of (a, A). It follows that a g ylfl, for otherwise AD X £ is a prime subgroup properly containing AD X D which nevertheless does not contain (a, A). 
Proposition 3.16 completes the description of T(G) from T(A) and T(B). Call a pair of prime subgroups D and E oí B distantly related if D V £ ^ B in #(£) and let ((E)) = {D: E and 7) are distantly related prime subgroups of B). Start with T(A), and attach each equivalence class ((E)) below AE G T(yl).
(Actually, we are cheating a bit here. In this paragraph only are we considering T(A) to be the partially ordered set of all (not only regular) primes of A.) The resulting partially ordered set is T(G). Proof. Suppose that A and B are normal valued, that P is a regular prime of G with cover P*, and that (a, A) g P* \ P. If B ç P, then P = C X B for some value Let a g A be the element such that (n)a = 1 for all n G AT. Then no disjoint set of special elements in G can have supremum a.
Corollary 3.18. G is finite-valued if and only if both A and B are.
Proof. The set of all values of (a, A) G G is {P X B: P is a value of a in A) U {ADX D: D isa value of A/xa in B}, a finite set. D We close this section by pointing out that the splitting extension developed in this section is general enough to encompass cardinal product, lex extension, and permutation wreath product. The notion of lex extension is developed in [10] . ir(d') > d} = {d' G 7): ^(d')"1^ a}, a prime ideal of 7). It is straightforward to verify that a < eQ < e, from which follows 7r(d) = e. D The prime subgroups of an /-group A correspond to the prime ideals of the distributive lattice ^/i(A). Therefore the following result is an application of the preceding one. In the following we use [a] to designate ir(A(a)). 
Proof. Each RY is an atom of ^/¡(A) in the sense that it is minimal in <£/i(A)\{0}, and each element A(a) g ^(A)
is a finite join of such atoms. Therefore (7r(RY): ir(Ry) > 0} is the set of atoms of the complete subalgebra of 0>(B) generated by ir(^(A)). D Proof. Observe that for special t g G+ and C g^(G), ieC or t g Cx . (t = c + d for cgC and d G C x , and the value P of / contains exactly one of c and d, say d. For every prime subgroup Q <z P, c £ P implies (/ -c) = d G Q, or Q + t = Q + c. For any prime Q <t p we get / g Q, since some multiple of q g Q\P will exceed /. Therefore Q^Q + c^,Q + t = Q in that case also. This proves t = c.) Suppose now that M(ê=D in 0>(B) for some ^Q6r°(B), and consider g G G+. Then g = gx + g2 + ■ ■ ■ +gn for disjoint special elements g¡. By relabelling we may assume g, g (J^ for 1 < i < k and g, G U# for k < i < n. Proof. The subgroup A is maximal with respect to A n B = 0, and so is maximal above B whenever it lies above B. In this case A must be saturated and B convex by Theorem 1.6. The converse is Proposition 1.12. The last assertion has been established in the preceding corollaries. D As an example of Theorem 4.10 consider an /-group G which is a splitting extension of the /-ideal B by the saturated /-subgroup A, where B is /-isomorphic to E"_, Z, and A is divisible. Since the group of /-automorphisms of B is the group of permutations on n elements and since any homomorphic image of A is divisible, G is the group direct product of A and B. Furthermore, B lies below yi, and the order on G is given by assigning a cardinal summand of B to each prime of A as in Theorem 4.2.
5. /-groups in which each maximal below subgroup splits. Let S, (S2) be the class of /-groups G such that if B is a maximal below subgroup of G, then G = A + B for some subgroup (every subgroup) A maximal above B. We shall show that these classes are closed with respect to convex /-subgroups, cardinal sums, and cardinal products. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. 0 < A g B implies A = A, + A2 for unique A, g G,, and A,, A2 > 0 because the order on G is the lattice product of the orders on the G,'s. Therefore A,, A2 g B by convexity, meaning B = (B n G,) ffl (B n G2). Likewise 0<aei implies a = Of + a2 for unique a, g G,, and the a/s are components of a, again by virtue of the order on G. Then a,, a2 G A because A is saturated by Theorem 1.6, so that A = (A n Gf) ffl (A n G2).
It is clear from Proposition 1.4 that A n Gx lies below j5 n G, in G,. If C is maximal among those convex /-subgroups of G, which contain A n G, and lie below 5 n G,, then Cffl(5n G2) lies below ^4, hence C = A n Gv A similar argument shows that A n G, is maximal among /-subgroups of G, above B n G,. n Proposition 5.2. 7/G g S" and C g <<?(G), rAe-w C g S", n = 1, 2.
Proof. Suppose G g S,, C g #(G), and 5 is maximal below A in C. Find Proof. Proposition 5.2 provides the implication from (c) to (b) to (a). Suppose that Gx g S, for all X g A and let B be maximal below A in YIGX. We may without loss of generality assume that A is maximal above B, so that by Lemma 5.1 B n Gx is maximal below A n Gx in Gx for each X g A. For each X g A choose ,4X maximal above B n Gx such that Gx = (5 n Gx) + ylx, and let Ax = {/ G FI/1X: X/g y4x for all X G A}. The componentwise nature of the operations on T\GX makes it clear that Af lies above B and that Af + B = T\GX. The argument for S2 is similar. □ Proof. In an archimedean /-group the only maximal above and below pairs are complementary polars. D
The most general condition sufficient for membership in S2 is given by Theorem 6.18 below, which we state here. Its proof in §6 depends on none of the intervening material. In the following proposition let F(T, R) denote { g G V(T, R): {y g T: (y)g * 0} admits only finite disjoint subsets} [9] . Observe that 2 < £ < V. Proposition 5.6. For any root system T, 2(r,R)GS,, £(r,R)GS,, and V(T,R) g S2; furthermore 2(T,R) g S2 and F(T,R) g S2 whenever T satisfies the DCC.
Proof. The fact that V(T,R) g S2 is a consequence of Theorem 5.5. To see that 2(r,R) g S, consider B g #(2). Let A = {g g 2: yg = 0 for all y g T(B)}, an /-subgroup which lies above B by Proposition 1.4. Since B = (g g 2: yg = 0 for all y <£ T(B)}, A + B = 2. The proof that £ e S, is analogous. Now suppose T has the DCC and that (A, B) is a maximal above and below pair in F. (The argument that 2 g S2 is analogous.) Suppose for contradiction that g g F\(A + B). At least one of the (finitely many) special components of g-say g,-fails to lie in A + B. Let y, be the value of gx. Corollary 1.11 provides a e A such that gx -a has a value in T(B). This implies that one of the special components of a-say a,-has value yx and that (yja, = (yi)gi. Now a, g A because A is saturated, so gf -uf&A+B.
Let g2 be one of the special components of g, -a, such that g2 £ A + B, and let y2 be its value. Observe that y2 < yv But a continuation of this argument produces an infinite descending chain in T, contrary to the DCC. D
The following example makes several points, the first being that 2(T, R) need not lie in S2 in general. Let T be A U A, where A( A) = {0" (01): n = 1, 2, 3,...}.
Here 0" (0"1) refers to the string of n zeros (followed by a single 1). Order T by declaring a > ß whenever ß = ay for some y g T (where ay is the string formed by concatenating the a and y strings). Let B = {g g 2(T, R): T(g) çA) and define an G 2 by (y)an=i1 ii7 = 0",0"l,or0"+1, 10 otherwise.
Let A be the /-subspace of the vector lattice 2 generated by {ay n = 1,2,3,...}. Then A lies above B by Proposition 1.4 since T(A) çz A, and in fact (A, B) is a maximal above and below pair by Corollary 1.11. Yet A + B is proper in 2, since the latter fails to contain the element g g 2 defined by
(r)i-f1 ifY = °' 10 otherwise.
A finite-valued vector lattice need not belong to Sx. Let T have the meaning above. In his thesis [8] , Byrd showed that 2(T, R) has an uncountable number of pairwise non-/-isomorphic a-closures in the class of abelian /-groups, each of which is a vector lattice G which may be taken to satisfy 2(T, R) < G < V(T, R). (See Chapter 4 of [9] for additional background.) We will show that exactly one of these a-closures lies in S,. Now if B has the meaning above then it is still maximal below A in G; therefore if G G S, then there must be some /-subgroup Ax above B in G such that G = Af + B. The map 0: Ax -► V(T, R) defined by License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is an /-monomorphism and so it can be extended to an /-monomorphism 6: G -* V, which must be the identity on B. (See Theorem 3.3 of [12] .) Since GO < £(r,R) = {g g V: {y g A: (y)g ¥= 0} finite} and since £ is an a-extension of 2, it follows that G is /-isomorphic to £. for integers m, n¡, and p¡. Using this notation let Ax = {g g G: m = nx= px= p2 = 0}, A2={g(zG: m even, «1=p1=p2"°}. A3 = {g<zG: px=p2 = 0}, Bf = {g G G: m = n, = n2 = p2 = 0}, B2 = {g G G: m = n2 = 0}, and B3 = {g G G: m = nx = n2 = 0}. Observe that Bx lies below Ax, that B2 is maximal with respect to containing 5, and lying below Ax, that A2 is maximal with respect to containing Ax and lying above B2, that ^43 is maximal with respect to containing Ax and lying above Bv and that B3 is maximal with respect to containing 2?, and lying below ^43. The point is that A2 is not /-isomorphic to .43, B2 is not /-isomorphic to B3, and that A2 + B2 is not /-isomorphic to A3 + B3.
6. Abelian /-groups G which split off from below in every abelian extension in which G is a convex /-subgroup. Suppose G is a convex /-subgroup of the /-group H. We say G splits off from below in H if H = U + G for every /-subgroup U < H such that U is maximal above G. The subject of this section is a characterization of those abelian /-groups G which split off from below in every abelian /-group having G as a convex /-subgroup (Theorem 6.16). If G has this property we shall sometimes simply say that G splits off from below. The following lemma is useful; it is Lemma 5.6 of [2].
Lemma 6.1. Suppose X is a subset and g an element of G such that g > X. Then X is type <W and MX = y if and only if V{(y -x)x : x g X} = \9.
An /-group G which splits off from below is closed in every /-group H in which G is a convex /-subgroup. The latter property depends on the possession by G of a supremum for each subset of the following type. Let us call a subset X <z G+ type a" if X is type <& and if V(X A g) exists in G for all g g G. G is sup % complete if every type 2? subset of G possesses a supremum in G. Proof. Suppose VAT = h g H for X = G+A h ç G+. We first claim that A' is a type <3f subset of 77+. Lemma 6.1 is enough to show VxeA-(A -x)±= 1& in the Boolean algebra 9 of polars of H. For this purpose consider 0 < g g H; we shall prove that gG(A-x)xx for some x g X. Since Gx x is closed in H it follows that A g G x x , which allows us to consider only the case in which g g G. Because VA' = A, there must be some xel with x ^ -g + A or g + x =£ A. Let x' = (g + x) A A g X; we claim g G (A -x')x x . For h V (g + x) > h implies 0 < (A V (g + x)) -A = 0 V (g + x -A) = g' < g, and (A -jo') a g' = [0 V (A -x -g)] A [0 V (g + x -A)] = 0 V (-|A -x -g|) = 0. This completes the proof that X is a type ^ subset of H. Since G is convex in H, intersection provides a one-one correspondence from {P G ^ | P ç Gxx} onto the set of polars of G, from which easily follows that X is a type 9 subset of G. A" is actually type J°, since by convexity V(lAg)= (VA") Ag=AAgGG for any g G G. Since G is sup 2£ complete there is some / such that VA' = t g G. But then 0 < A < t implies by convexity that A g G. D Corollary 6.3. 7/G ¿y sup ^ complete, then it is closed in any l-group in which it is a convex l-subgroup. Theorem 6.4. An abelian l-group G is closed in every l-group in which it is a convex l-subgroup if and only if it is sup 2£ complete.
Proof. Let G9 be the sup <3/ completion of G [1] and suppose X ç G+ is a type 3? set with WX = t g G9\ G, and let W be the /-subgroup of G9 generated by G and /.
We shall prove that G is convex but not order closed in W. For this purpose we shall adopt the following terminology for this proof and the next one only. An element 5 g G will be admissible if S7r0g G G for all 0 < g G G, where irab: G^-> [a, A] is the lattice homomorphism defined by xirab = (x V a) A b. Observe that G is sup !Z complete if and only if it contains each admissible element of G<y. However, the set of admissible elements is not closed under addition in general.
The first claim is that if 0 < u, v g G9 are admissible, then so is u + v. This is true because
Therefore nt is admissible for all positive integers n. The second claim is that if 0 < u g Go, is admissible, then wnab g G for all a < b in G. This is true because uirab = (urrab) +(uirab) = wna + b + + b~= mttOA + V a + + A~G G.
The third claim is that if 0 < u g G9 is admissible, then (k + u)irab g G for all k, a, A g G with a < b. This holds because
the latter term being in G by the second claim. The fourth and final claim is that if 0 < m g G9 is admissible, then
for all A:, a, A G G with a < A.
To complete the proof of the theorem consider an arbitrary w g W. w has the form V,"_i Af^f(kiJ + n¡jt) for ktJ g G and integers ntj. The claims show each kjj + n^jt to be admissible, and hence w is admissible. Therefore G is convex in W. However, G is clearly not order closed because VX = t g W\G. D Corollary 6.5. Given any abelian l-group G there is an abelian l-group H in which G is an order dense convex l-subgroup and such that H is closed in any l-group containing H as a convex l-subgroup.
Proof. Let G0 = G. Having defined Ga, define Ga + 1 to be Ga if Ga is sup 2£ complete, otherwise let Ga + 1 be an /-subgroup of G9 generated by Ga and some admissible 0 < t g G^,\ G. Take unions at limit ordinals, and let H = Ga for the least ordinal a such that Ga = Ga+l. The proof of Theorem 6.4 shows that G is a convex /-subgroup of H. D It seems quite unlikely that the /-group H of the preceding corollary is unique. The general question is open: which /-groups admit unique 3£ hulls?
Those abelian /-groups G which split off from below in every abelian /-group having G as a convex /-subgroup can be characterized by the possession of three properties (Theorem 6.16). One of these properties is divisibility. Proposition 6.6. If an abelian l-group G splits off from below in every lex extension, then G is divisible.
Proof. Let Gd be the divisible hull of G and suppose p is the least positive integer such that px G G for some 0 < x g Gd\G. Consider the lexicographic product Z X Gd determined by letting o(n) be the identity /-automorphism on Gd y^> G is said to be consistent if SO -R0 g (5 n Ä)x for all S, R^y.G has the summand sewing property if for every consistent 8: SP-* G there is some g G G such that g -SO g S x for all 5 g y. Observe that such g g G must always exist for finite y. Also note that g need not be unique. Finally, observe that it is enough to consider consistent maps 6: y-> G+. The definition of the SSP just given bears close resemblance to the definition of orthocompleteness given in [2] , and in fact this resemblance can be converted with little difficulty to a proof that orthocompleteness implies the SSP. Thus every /-group is order dense in an /-group which enjoys the SSP. Proposition 6.7. If G is sup <9 complete, then G has the SSP.
Proof. Suppose 6: £f^> G+ is a consistent map. For each S g Sf let gs g G be the projection of S6 on 5, and let X be {gs\S g y}. The fact that (X -gs)+ U(-gs + A') + c 5X for all 5 g y demonstrates that X is a type ®J set and that VA' = g exists in G. But it can readily be shown that g -SO G S x for all S g if. □ Proposition 6.8. An abelian l-group G which splits off from below in every abelian l-group in which it is maximal below must have the SSP.
Proof. Let y= {Sx: X g A} be a set of summands of G and 0: y^> G+ a consistent map which denies the SSP. Let G be the orthocompletion of G and choose / g G such that / -Sx0 g 5xx for all X g A. Let FIZX and EZX designate as usual the large and small cardinal products of the integers Z over the index set A.
Designate by c g FIZ the element defined by Xc = 1 for all X g A, and let A = {ne + s g nZ: n G Z, 5 g EZ}, an /-subgroup of FIZ. Here ix is the unique element of Sx such that Sx6 -rx G Sx . The case in which n < 0 is handled similarly.
Let U = {(«,0): u g EZ}, an /-subgroup of H which hes above G. To show that U is maximal above G consider A = (nc + u,nt + g) g H\U and let IF be the /-subgroup of H generated by U U {A}. Now for each X g A there is an element ux G EZ such that (X) (nc + u + ux) = 0. Therefore ntx + gx g G is a component of A + (ux,0) g W. Now if ntx + gx = 0 for all X, then nl + ge Sxx for all X, hence t -f G Sx for all X, where / is the element proven to exist in G by Proposition 6.6 such that «(-/) = g. This contradicts the assumption that 0 violates the SSP and proves that ntx + gx * 0 for some X g A. But then T(W) n T(G) # 0, proving that U is maximal above G. This proves the theorem since U + G fails to contain (c, /) G H, among others. D Suppose P is a polar of the /-group G. We shall say that a set X çz G+ is of type ¿T(P) if X is type <&, X ç P+, and for every 0 < g g G there is some element g' g G satisfying the following three conditions: g -g' ^ P, X A g < g', and P Ç V{(g' -x A g)x : x g A"}. We shall call G sqp ?T complete if VA" exists in G for every polar P and every X ç G+ of type iT{P). Several comments deserve mention here. Though we shall not prove it, the element g' asserted to exist by the definition is unique for each 0 < g g G, and in fact 0 < g' < g in all cases. Also, not every type ifr(P) set X is type 2Z', nor is every type 2? set Y necessarily type #^(P). For example, take G = C[-1,1], the /-group of continuous real-valued functions on the interval [-1,1], let P = {g g G|supp(g) £ (0,1)}, let X = {g g P+|(r)g<l/r, rG(0,l)}, and let Y = {g G P+ \(r)g < r/(l -r), rG(0,l)}. Nevertheless, the notions of type 3? set and type iT(P) set coincide for summands P. Proposition 6.9. Suppose P is a summand of the l-group G. A set X Q P+ is of type iT(P) if and only ifXis type & in P.
Proof. Suppose X is of type W(P). Then X is type 9 in G and therefore also in P. Consider 0 < p g P, and let p' be the element provided by the definition of X being type iV~(P). Then p' g P because p -p' e P, X A p < /»', and V^p'-JtA/))1
:jtel} = l where 3. is the polar algebra of P. By Lemma 6.1 V(A" A p) = p' g P, meaning that X is type & in P. Now suppose X is type Sf in P. Then V{((X -x) V 0)x : x g AT} = lá and A'çP imply V(( A" -x) V 0)x = \9, where 5a is the polar algebra of G, meaning X is type ^ in G. Given 0 < g G G let g = y + z, where y g P and z G P x , and let g' = w + z, where w = V(A" A y) exists in P because A" is type Sf in P. Then g-g'=y-wGP, and A'Ag = A"A(y + z)<A'Ay + z<H' + z = g'. To show P ç V{(g' -* A g)x : x g X) in ^ first observe that (x, A y) -x A y) + < (*i -x)+ for x,, xei, from which follows V{(( X Ay-xAy)vO)x: x <= X} = lp. A similar argument shows V((-x Ay + XAy)\zO)x = 1^, and so A" A y is type 'S/. By Lemma 6.1 V(w -x A y)x = 1^, from which follows V(g' -x A g)x 2 P. n Corollary 6.10. X çz G+ is of type W(G) if and only if X is type 3t'. Corollary 6.11. // G is sup iV complete, then every summand is sup Sf complete. If G is projectable and every polar is sup Sf complete, then G is sup if complete.
Lemma 6.12. Suppose P is a polar of the l-group G, and that X, Y Q P+ are sets of type iT(P). Then X+ Y is of type 1T(P).
Proof. First we must show X + F to be type <&. We know that VA" = x0 g G9 and VF = y0 g G9, hence by Lemma 6.1 and its analogue V{(y0 -y)x:yGF} = V{(-x + x0)x : x g A"} = I?. It follows that 1* = V{(U -yV n(-x + x0)x): x G A", y g y) = y {{y, -y) V(-* + x0))x=y((y0 -y) +(-x + Xo)y.
Upon conjugation by x0 we obtain V((x0 + y0) -(x + y))x = 1^, which proves X + F to be type <S/ in Gg, by Lemma 6.1. By Proposition 5.16 of [1] , X + Y is also type <3/ in the order dense /-subgroup G. Now consider 0 < g g G and let gx and g be the elements of G provided by the type W(P)
property of X and F, respectively. Let g' = (gx + gv) A g. Then 0 < g -g' = (g -gy -gJ + < (g -gy) + ^ P, so g -g' g P. And for x g A" and y g Y, (x + y) A g ^ (x A g) + (y A g) ^ gx + gy, which implies (A' + F) A g < g'. Finally, to show P ç V{(g' -(x + y) A g)x : x G X, y g F} consider 0^ # 7\ ç P. Choose x g X such that 0^ * (gx -x A g)x n T, = T2. The fact that x g P implies Off, # -x + T2 + x ç P, hence there must be some y g F such that 0^ ¥= (gy -J A g)x n(-* + T2 + x) = T3. Note that 0^ =£ x + T3 -x ç T2. We claim x + T3 -x ç (g' -(x + y) A g)x. For if not then there is some r g x + T3 -x such that 0 < r < g' -(x + y) A g. Let Q be a value of r, and observe that g-a Theorem 6.14 is important and explains the significance of type W(P) subsets for our purposes. For its proof it is helpful to recast the definition of such sets slightly in Lemma 6.13, which in turn requires some terminology. Given an element g and polar P of G we call A the projection of g on P if A G P and g -A g P x . A need not exist, but when it does we write A as gvP. This terminology extends the use of v in previous sections in the sense that bva there could also be written bv[a] here. Lemma 6.13. Suppose X ç G+ and P g F. Then X is of type iT(P) if and only if there is an element t G G& satisfying the following conditions.
(a) X < t G P x x .
(b)V{(?-x)x: xG X} = 1&.
(c)(g -t) + vP g G for all g G G+.
Proof. Suppose X is of type W(P); since X is type 'S/ there is some element t g G9 such that VA" = t, and t G P x x because P x x is a closed convex /-subgroup of G9. By Lemma 6.1, V(i -x)x = 1&. Given g G G+ find g' g G such that g -g' g P and P ç V(g' -x A y)x. We claim g -g' = (g -0+"^» for which we must prove
If not then P n (g' -r A g)x x = R, * 0^, and so (g' -x, A g)x nR, = R2 # Ogs for some x, g A", henee (/ -x2)x nR2 ^ ^s>Ior some x2 g X. Note that í A g -x2 A g = ((t -x2) A(g -x2)) V((î -g) A 0) < t -x2, so (t A g -x2 A g)± f\R2 =£ 0. By replacing x, and x2 by x = x, V x2 we get (g' -x A g)x n(i A g -x A g)x n(g' -t A g)x x # Op. But this is a contradiction since
Conversely suppose A" and / satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c). Then X is type 'S/, VX = t by Lemma 6.1, and A"çPxxnG = P. Given g g G+ let g' = -(g -0 + "P + g e G. Then g -g' = (g -i)+»<P g P. To show A' A g < g' consider an x g A" and arbitrary prime Q such that ß < ß + x A g. Since P £ ß it follows that (g-/)+pPxGPxcß, hence ß + g' = ß -(g -t) + vP + g = Q -(g -0 + + g = ß = /Ag>ß + x + g.
To show P çz V{(g' -xAg)x: xgA"} consider 0^ # R ç P and find x g A" such that (/ -x)x DR * 0¿,. We claim (/ -x)x OP o (g' -x A g)x n?. For if not there is some 0</jg (í-x)xnP such that p < g' -x A g. Let ß be a value of p. Again P £ ß implies (g -t) + vP x G P x ç ß, so ß + xAg<ß + g' = ß-(g-/) + *>P + g = ß-(g-0 + +g=ß + 'Ag.
But p A (/ -x) = 0 implies i-xGßorß + r = ß + x, hence ß + x A g = Q + t A g, a contradiction. D
If A" ç G+ is of type tT"(P) and VAT = / g G9, then G need not be convex in the /-subgroup (G U {/}) < Gq,. The following theorem asserts, however, that t must be the projection on P of an element A in an extension H in which G is a convex /-subgroup. In the statement of this theorem V{(A -x)x : xgA1} refers to the supremum in the Boolean algebra F of polars of H.
Theorem 6.14. Suppose G is an abelian l-group with polar P and subset X Q G+. Then X is of type 'W(P) if and only if there is an l-group H and element 0 < A G H such that G is a convex l-subgroup of H, h > X ç P, and (G -/7) + ç P ç. V{(A -x)x : x g A"}.
Proof. Suppose G is a convex /-subgroup of an /-group H as above. To prove that X is of type 'S/ consider T * 0^; we seek x g X such that ((X -x)v 0)1 nT # Op. If T <t P we are done, for (( X -x) V 0)x 2 P x for every x g A". Assuming T <z P, find x g A" such that T n (A -x)x * 0^. Since (x, -x) V 0 < A -x for all Xf g X, it follows that (( A' -x) V 0)x n T # 0^. To prove that X is of type 'iV'(P) consider an arbitrary 0 < g G G and let g' = A A g, an element of G by virtue of the convexity of G in H. Then g-g' = (g -A)+gP by hypothesis, and X A g < A A g = g'. To demonstrate that P ç V{(g' -xAg)x:
x g A'} consider 0^ * T Q P and find x g A" such that ( A -x)x n T + G>. Since 0< A Ag-x Ag= ((A -g) A(g-x)) v((A -g) a0) < A -x, it follows that (g' -x A g)x n T # 0^.
Suppose X is of type W(P). Let AT be Z X G, the splitting extension of the The point is that by Lemma 6.12 nX = {E"_iX,: x, g A"} is type iV(P) with As before, kX = {Ef=1x,: x, g A"} is type W(P) with supremum kt, where k = -n, and so (g+-kt)vP g G by Lemma 6.13. This completes the proof that H is an /-subgroup of AT, and G is clearly convex in H.
Let A = (1, 0 G H; we must verify that (G -A) + ç P <z V{(A -x)x : x ^ X).
Now for any g G G,
(g -A) + = (-l,g-t) V(0,0) = (0,(g -0%P) = (0,(g+-t) + vP) g P.
To show PçV(A-x)x consider Op * R ç P, then find x g A" such that 15. An abelian l-group G which splits off from below in every abelian l-group in which it is a convex l-subgroup must be sup iV complete. In this case any polar P which admits a type W(P) subset is a cardinal summand.
Proof. Suppose P is a polar and X a type W(P) subset of G and construct H with element A as in the proof of Theorem 6.14. Suppose for contradiction that \/X = t g G \G. We claim {0} is maximal above G. Now an arbitrary element of H+\ G has the form nA + g = (n, nt + g) for 0 < n g Z and g g G. Note that (ni + g)vP = nt + gvP *= 0 in G, for otherwise 0 < t < nt < \g\ implies t g G. By Proposition 3.15 (n, nt + g) has a value in T(G), hence G does not lie below ((n, nt + g)). This proves the claim, and since the claim directly violates the hypothesis of the proposition, we can only conclude that / g G, or that G is sup W complete.
Observe that h -t -(1,0) lies above G, and that H(h -t) n G = Px , so P g y (G) by Proposition 1.1. D
We have arrived at last at the main theorem.
Theorem 6.16. An abelian l-group G splits off from below in every abelian l-group in which it is a convex l-subgroup if and only if G is divisible, sup W complete, and has the SSP.
Proof. Suppose G has the three hsted properties and is a convex /-subgroup of the abelian /-group H. Let U be an /-subgroup of H maximal above G, and consider an arbitrary 0 < A G H. We shall produce an element g g G such that A -g g U.
All polar computations will be done in F, the Boolean algebra of polars of H.
For each u g U and positive integer n let P(n,M) = P = V{((g-|«A-M|)v0)^:gGG+}, Xf =P + A(nh -u) + , and X2 = P +a(u -nh) +.
Weclaim P c V{((nA -u) + -xx)x : x, g Xx). To verify this consider Op ¥= T <z P and find 0 < g G G such that ((g -|nA -u\) V0)xx n T ± Op, then find 0 < t g T with / < (g -|«A -w|) + < (g -(nA -u)+)+. Let x, = g A (nA -m) + g Xv Then t A((nh -u) + -Xf) = t A((nh -u) + -g) + = 0, proving the claim. By Theorem 6.14 Xu and analogously X2, are of type 1f(P), so by Proposition 6.15 there are elements a, A g G with VA', = a and VA'2 = A, and P(n,u) is a summand. By the divisibility of G there is some g(n, u) G G such that ng(n,u)= a -b. We claim n(A-g(n,«))-u lies above G. To see this, first observe that (nA -u) + -a g Px and -(nA -m)"-A g Px, hence n(A -g(n,u))-u g Px.
If there were some prime ß and element g G G such that ß < ß + |n(A -g(n,i/)) -u\ < Q + g, then ß +|nA -u|-|ng(n,u)|< ß +|n(A -g(n,«)) -t/|< ß + g, so ß + |nA -w| < ß + g + |ng(n, u)\, meaning ((g + |ng(n, u)\) -\nh -u\) V 0 is an element of P\ ß. Therefore nA -u -ng(n, u) g P x ç ß, contradicting ß < ß + |n(A -g(Ai, «)) -u|. We claim the map 6 which takes each P(n, u) to g(n, «) is consistent. That is, g(n, u) -g(m, v) g [P(n, u) O P(m, v)]x for all u, v g U and positive integers m and n. For if not there is some prime ß of G such that ß + g(n, u) # ß + g(An, f) and ß 2 P(n,u) n P(m,v).
We have seen in the previous paragraph that n(A -g(n, u)) -u and m(h -g(m, v)) -v he in P x . Therefore Q + nh -u = Q + ng(n, u) and Q + mh -v = Q + mg(m, v), where ß is the unique prime subgroup of H whose intersection with G is ß. Thus Q + mn(g(m,v) -g(n,u)) = Q +((mnh -nv) -(mnh -ma)) = ß + (mu -nv).
It cannot be that mu -nv g U fails to he in ß, since in this case the value of w« -nv containing ß would correspond to the value of mn(g(m, v) -g(n, u)) containing ß, and aaim -nv would have a value in T(G) contrary to the assumption that U lies above G. But then ß + g(n,u) = Q + g(m,v), contrary to the assumption that ß + g(Ai, u) * Q + g(m, v). This completes the proof that 6 is consistent. Let g g G result from applying the SSP to 6; explicitly, g-g(n,M)GP(Ai,M)x for all u and all ai. If A -g í U, then by Proposition 1.9 there is some «e[/ and positive integer n such that n(A -g) -u has value ß in T(G). Let 0 < k g G satisfy Q + k > Q + \n(h -g) -u\. Since Q + (k + ng)> Q + (nh + u) and ß + (k -ng) > Q + (u -nh) it follows that Q + (k + \ng\) > Q + \nh -u\, that is (fc + |ng|-|nA-«|) + GP(Ai,M)\ß. Since Q3>P(n,u), g -g(n, u) g P(n, u)x ç R for all prime subgroups R <z Q. Therefore R +(n(A -g) -u) = R +(n(h -g(n,u) -u)) for all prime subgroups R Q Q, and in particular, n(h -g(n,u)) -u has value ß g r(G). This contradicts the fact that n(h -g(n,u)) -u hes above G. D License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use that for any gGG {neJV: (n)g = l} is finite since this condition holds for all geG".
Since EZ" < G < ]TlZn and since every polar of G is a cardinal summand, G cannot possess the SSP.
To demonstrate that G is supif complete we need only show that every polar is sup .a" complete. Consider a type Sf subset X of polar P. Because X is type 'S/, {(n)p: p g X} is a bounded set for each index n g N. Let a < S, be such that (n)fa = V{(n)/?: /iel} for each n g N. There is by construction some element gGG with g > fa, and by projecting it on P we may assume g g P. By definition of type Sf, MX = V(lAg) exists in P. We have shown P to be sup Sf complete, and hence G to be sup if complete.
